Much of our current understanding of the PTGS mechanism comes from observations of its effects on viral replication (Vaucheret et al., 1998 RNAs as substrates to be copied. If the small compleTherefore, silencing of a transgene by PTGS will also mentary RNAs produced hybridize to sequence-related silence expression of other sequence-related genes, functional transcripts, the resulting double-stranded even endogenous genes unlinked to the transgene inRNAs would be rapidly degraded by double strandsertion, leading to rapid degradation of their transcripts.
chau and Carrington, 1998). Characterization of genes spread, or is spread dependent on production of more required for the mechanism of PTGS in a variety of orthan a threshold quantity of the aberrant RNA that stimuganisms and genes from viruses that counteract gene lates local RNA degradation? Palauqui and Balzergue silencing will complement studies of the molecules that (1999) found that they could induce either local sites of induce gene silencing like those presented here, en-PTGS or systemic silencing, depending on the amount abling us to unravel the enigmatic mechanisms of gene of DNA introduced by particle bombardment. As more silencing. DNA was introduced into cells, systemic silencing was induced in more of the plants. This suggests that sys-
